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About This Game
A bowling game for city slickers who like the night life vibes. Keeps track of your score adding extra points for strikes and
spares. Reset at any time.
Features
- Realistic bowling arena with true-to-life alley and pin/ball sizes
- Sound effects of the city and the ball striking pins/rolling across floor
- Score tracking lets you see how many pins you knocked down
- See your final score at the end
- Reset game at any time
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I've rarely review Early Access games, but this one stuck with me enough to spur me into action. It fills a niche I've sought after
for a while: a good Visual Novel with equally solid gameplay mechanics. It plays a good bit like the 'Escape Velocity' series of
games, but with a much better interface for story and choices. The art is gorgeous, the story engaging, and the gameplay is
satifying in both depth and challenge. If any of what I said sounds up your alley, I highly recommend supporting Omni Link!.
Very cool. Can't wait for future updates.. If you enjoy classics like carmageddon or the likes and you do not own this game, well
then you simply just owe it to yourself to actually buy it.
with loads of stuff to unlock and many, many hours of gameplay for just 10€ it's a bargain.
And the guys making the game needs some credit or making one of the most bugfree games out there on the entire steam
platform.. Kind of dissapointed but i still reccomend it.So far 2 major flaws first lack of online multiplayer and second no
tutorial-training.Some minor bugs but overall gameplay is good and enjoyable,prety relaxing little game to pass your time.If you
like soccer there is no chance you wont like this one although it still doesnt justify it's price.. Spend 2.5 million on guns and
thugs to protect you, go to the next spot when "You see a group of guys with baseball bats across the street. You run away only
to realize you dropped $1948930 and 140 bricks of cocaine"
10\/10 would drop 140 bricks of cocaine and 2 million dollars while running away from people with baseball bats again.. this
game is a good game it,s not finishd. the aleins a spooky theay spook me out. the plot it,s good. the art is the best part it,s so
good. the rilly spooky part is wun your soot brakes ten the planit is to colled or hot but if it.s rite ten your so is good but if you
lowe of are in your are tanekc you get slower and slower in till you diy. the planits are prity and you can find a prity planit. the
caves are spooky cus you can get lost or get lost and runout of are. theats why i give it a sums up. and give it a shot ok you cant
look at sum game and assume it,s bad ok!.
. Very easy to use map editer that does what it say on the tin and lets you make your own map.
I think it is fantastic being able to make your own maps to play on and having the option to upload them to steam workshop to
share with everone eles so what is not to love. the only bad point is it does not show you where the edge of the map is very well.
I give it 4 out of 5. It does it job :-). Played 18 hours, had fun but when it came time to go to bed my characterr was no longer in
character selection screen, It just disappeared and wont let me create another character either so Its bugged.
Gonna try re-installing the game & see if that will help but I doubt it....

EDIT: Not sure if its something I did or they did but everything is fine now, FYI I did open steam in a web brower to delete the
lisence thingy in account settings for Khan online (may be nessasary or not) it is to remove khan from library completely)) then
installed to a secondary drive and my character is back.

I'd rather play this then WOW any day.
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Audience=
☐ Kids
☑ Everyone
☐ Adults
☐ Teens
=Graphics=
☐ My eyes are bleeding
☐ Ugly
☐ Bad
☐ Ok
☐ Good
☑ Amazing
☐ Wonderful
=Style=
☐ Pixelated
☑ 3D
☐ Realistic
☐ weird poop
☐ Low Poly
☐ 2D
☐ Visual Novel
☑ LEGO
=Price/quality=
☐ Scam
☐ Don't buy this♥♥♥♥♥♥br>☐ Not Worth it
☑ Wait for sale
☐ fair
☐ Worth it
☐ WHY IS THIS SO CHEAP?
=Genre=
☐ Survival
☐ Adventure
☐ Telltale Game
☐ Arcade
☐ Ego-Shooter
☑ Simulation
☑ Action
☐ Platformer
☐ Puzzle
☑ RPG
☐ Strategy
☐ Sports
☐ Horror
☑ Multiplayer
☑ Singleplayer
☐ VR
☐ SciFi
☐ Roguelike
☑ Sandbox
=Requirements=
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☐ Windows Vista
☐ Minimum
☐ Medium
☑ Fast
☐ 30'000$ Computer
=Difficulty=
☐ You only need 2 arms
☑ eZ
☐ balanced
☐ Hard
☐ Get a Hack-Client or give up
☐ Impossible
=Controls=
☐ Easy
☐ Regular
☑ kinda weird
☐ HOW AM I SUPPOSED TO PLAY THIS?!
=Game time=
☐ 0-2 hours
☐ 2-8 hours
☐ 8-16 hours
☑ 16-32 hours
☐ 32-64 hours
☐ 64-128 hours
☐ Endless
=Story=
☑ None
☐ Wth this makes no sense
☐ Short Introduction
☐ Good
☐ Heartbreaking
=Bugs=
☐ None
☐ Almost none
☑ Few
☐ Bunch
☐ Lots
☐ Unplayable
☐ Game doesn't work. Well in the second installment of this Sudoku series (I guess you can call it like that) a lot of things that I
mentioned in my (negative) review for the first game have been improved. The game design is better and there is finally another
mode other then only the standard Sudoku. Plus the controls (especially the mouse controls) have been improved and feel more
intuitive. I also liked the "line-up" of the remaining numbers on the right. That really helps in this mode, because it is hard to
keep track of them sometimes.
As a Sudoku enthusiast I already knew this jigsaw mode, of course.
I have to admit that this mode isn't my best one at all. However, I only failed at 3 or 4 hard levels (that level 96... the only
possible reaction gotta be "wtf" here; I only found 3 numbers by myself and the effort for that was already crazy). And this
brings me to my only negative point for this game. Some of the hard levels I could beat in 5 to 10 minutes while other seemed to
be unbeatable. Maybe it would be good to introduce another difficulty called "extreme", because most of the levels between 90
and 100 belonged to that difficulty.
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If those levels were listed under that difficulty "extreme" you would have known what you get... like this you never knew is it a
"hard", a hard or a insanely difficult one?
I have to admit that I hoped for a mixed Sudoku game when I suggested some Sudoku variants, but I understand that this brings
probably more profit. Maybe it is possible to release a last mixed Sudoku game with all the variants that were included in the
other installments when everything else is released?
I am already looking forward for the "Killer" release, because I know that variant, too. And oh god, the people will despair, for
sure. I can only hope the dev will also add some easier levels where at least some numbers are already placed.
The one negative point (different difficulties within one category) was a major one, that really bothered me. But because of all
the other improvments and the dev really seeming to listen to the customers I will give this a thumbs up.. TL:DR;
This game is so horribly imbalanced to the point, where it is insulting BS. Also, no resolution change.
Review:
A promise of something, that could be a fantastic game, a survival against the cold, harsh alien world.
We definitely need games like that, incorporating resource management, skill progression and turn based combat.
Unfortunately this game isn't it.
I will skip graphics and audio part. Graphics is 800x600 and attempts to switch to full screen will make this game unplayable.
Audio is stock, but doesn't annoy.
The real problem with this game is gameplay.
Apparently, this game was not play-tested, or if it was, it was playtested by someone with a wciked sense of cruelty.
You see, this title is one, total RNG bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
There is no difficulty setting - each and every game will see you fukked right up in the back end of your gastric system.
Of course, challenging games can be fun, but in 'Link' this isn't even challenging.
Let me show you what I mean.
The rescue mission, lowest difficulty. Survivor starts at the exact opposite end of the map. Your guys rush to them, only to run
out of stamina (it regenerates 1 point of stamina per turn, so if you have 5 max, you need 5 turns to regenerate it to max).
You move your survivor towards rescue party.
What happens? Lowest mob moves towards your survivor and kills it with two hits.
Amazing. Or perhaps survivor spawned with a sniper rifle, in which case it may be the only character to survive, whereas your
rescue crew will be ganbanged by 3 spiders.
Seriously, there is no difficulty progression. Base attacks, the very first one, will pitch your tiny group of soldiers against a horde
of 8-12 aliens, many of which will be top tier units capable of killing your soldier with ONE hit.
Honestly? What was supposed to be a challenging fun, was revealed to be frustrating RNG hell.
What else? Generic loot, limited skill choice and upgrades (for example you can only research one of four techs per branch,
characters are limited to like 5 skills).
Constantly growing threat level, even if all you do is just farming for food.
Constantly dropping heat and stamina levels, heat drops even when a soldier sleeps (wtf?).
This crap is really not worth playing. I say this with a heavy heart because I had expectations for this title.
Unfortunately, this one is not a game to be lightly tossed aside. It is a game to be thrown away with great force - and with
regret.. One of my favorite purchases on Steam, Yes it has its quirks and issues, but over all its got some really fun game play..
awesome dungeon played game
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